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ABSTRACT 
One way to keep the interfaces of a simulation 
program up to date without requiring a complete 
overhaul is to enable it to support a file with easily 
handled data structure, which contains the 
descriptions of all object classes required for the 
simulation. Aiming to ensure uniqueness of 
identification, unambiguous search and correction of 
the data in this file, this work proposes a pre-
processor, validation of wich is done by applying it 
to a data dictionary of a simulation program widely 
used by scientific community, the EnergyPlus. 
Application results will be reported in this paper. Due 
to the good results it can be foresee that new robust 
and more reliable interfaces can be developed, as a 
continuation of this work. 

INTRODUCTION 
During the modelling of building systems for 
building energy simulation, the user has to deal with 
a very large amount of data (Kim et al, 2011). This is 
usually done through a GUI (Graphical User 
Interface), in which objects and their parameters are 
organized into groups according to what the 
simulation program developer considers as the best 
arrangement. However, even through the best 
designed GUI interfaces, the data input process of the 
simulation program is extremely stressful and 
difficult. The three main reasons for this are:  
• large amounts of data to be provided, 
• frequent necessity of recognizing relationships 

between many objects and their parameters and, 
finally, 

• the need to check very careful the correctness of 
the data as they are inputed. 

Because of these difficulties, many errors occur in 
simulation. In this way, developing a good interface 
is one of the main ways to eliminate the errors or, at 
least, minimize or make them easily identifiable to be 
corrected. 
An essential target of developing a good interface is 
to ensure that defining data are correct. The interface 
has to help minimize errors in data entry, must be 
able to check the entries consistency and even 
suggest more coherent or more frequent entries: 
coherent with previous entries and frequent in that 

application type or in the model being described by 
the data (Molich & Nielsen, 1990). 
 

 
Figure 1: Diagram of simplified interface 
architecture that can be applied to any kind of 
simulation program. 

In addition, in order to follow the continuous 
evolution of the processing kernel of the simulation 
program, one must ensure that the same interface 
technology can be used in the various versions of the 
kernel without major modifications that compromise 
the compatibility. The evolution of the kernel 
generally consists in adding new variables to meet 
the increasing   complexity of the elements to be 
processed (Hand et al, 2008). In order to garantee 
that the interface will effectively follow the kernel 
evolution, it is necessary the use of a dynamic set of 
configuration data that, making a parallel with 
database systems, can be identified as the interface 
data dictionary (IBM, 1993) (Figure 1). 
Besides the changes in the kernel processor, the 
interface must consider the user needs of the 
simulation program. There are a variety of needs, but 
the two main are: 
• The interface must be adapted to the level of 

modeling detail according to the purpose of 
simulation and the user's knowledge; 

• The interface must be adapted to the simulation 
approach. Since each user of the simulation 
program has a preferred style of data entry, it 
should be taken into account in the interface 
(Molich & Nielsen, 1990). 

In short, the interface must be secure and flexible 
(Figure 2). 
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Within this context, the use of an effective pre-
processor will garantee the robustness required by the 
data dictionary. It may be able to support the 
development of new interfaces that avoid the user  
errors in the data input (Figure 3). Aiming to ensure 
uniqueness identification, unambiguous search and 
correction of the data in this file, this work proposes 
a pre-processor and shows its application in a case 
study. 
In summary, the use of the data dictionary pre-
processor and the new interface design is a solid way 
to overcome the most common problems in data 
modelling for simulation and, consequently, it is a 
way to foment the use of computer simulation in 
AEC (Architecture, Engineering & Construction). 

 
Figure 2: Multiple interfaces allowed by IDD. 

 
Figure 3: Data Dictionary Pre-processor in the 
simulation program architecture. 

PRE-PROCESSOR FOR SIMULATION 
INTERFACE  
The pre-processor of the data dictionary has the 
function to check and suggest corrections in the data 
dictionary of the simulation program interface. The 
checks made can be classified into: 
• Semantic Checking: verify if symbols sequences, 

keywords and values used represent valid 
information; 

• Syntactic Checking: verify if concatenation of 
items checked semantically makes sense for the 
interface and can be used efficiently. 

The proposed pre-processor has three parts: the first 
part is reading and analysis of the data dictionary 
(distinguishing concepts, values and applying 
formation rules - Figure 4) and generation of 
database tables; in the second part, the concepts are 
related and basic consistency verifications are done; 
in the third part, advanced verifications are done by 
more ellaborated rules and by specialized opinions 
(conferring all the validity and consistency of the 
values). A second iteration confirms the persistence 
of any errors and the cycle must be performed until 
there are no more errors (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 4: Excerpt of the IDD file with object class 
(red), parameter (yellow), keyword (blue) and values 
(green), detected by the reader program and 
allocated in the correspondent database table. 

CASE OF STUDY 
The concept of the pre-processor proposed in this 
work intents to be as generic as possible, However, in 
order to verify the effectiveness of the pre-processor, 
it was necessary to choose a specific simulation 
application that enables the development of 
interfaces from a data dictionary. Considering its 
reliability in energy simulation (Yezioro et al., 2008) 
the version 6.0 of the EnergyPlus was used for this 
purpose. Tests in other applications were not carried 
out because the feasibility of the use of this new 
software component is the main focus, instead of its  
performace. 

 
Figure 5: Data Dictionary Pre-processor Flow 
diagram. 
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APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS 
IDD Reading 
The developers of EnergyPlus could had choosen a 
standardized format or a common description as a 
modeling language (IFC Express, SQL, UML, XML, 
etc.), the Data Definition Language (DDL), or the 
Interface Description Language (IDL). However, 
they opted for their Input Data Dictionary (IDD), an 
ad hoc formulation (U.S. Department of Energy, 
2010).  
In a first phase of the IDD preprocessing, 
construction rules are assumed by a reader program 
that produces an output in form of database tables. In 
a second phase, tables are inserted into a database 
manager, and SQL statements generate a data 
crossing between the tables. After that, summaries 
are produced to detect any problems. 
Two types of table were produced from the reading 
of IDD: separate tables that are the product of parsing 
information in the IDD (group, object, parameter, 
memo, note, key, reference), and the single table that 
is simply the translation of the IDD format to a 
database table (keyword). (Tables 1-8) 
As a result of the IDD reading, concepts and values 
are properly separated and grouped into tables 
according to their nature (Figure 6). The second 
phase of verification is to relate the tables produced 
by the IDD reader and to organize summaries. The 
results of this phase are new tables which show the 
errors and faults in the IDD composition. These 
tables support the solution suggested by experts in 
information modeling for the simulation or experts 
on building systems. 

 
Figure 6: Entity-Relationship Diagram of the tables 
produced by the reader program. 

Simple counting 
A first verification consists of simple counting. 
Certain elements could only appear once. When the 
count indicates a higher number, an error is detected. 

The consequences of this error depend on each case. 
The reviwed cases are: 
a) Objects with the same name represent a serious 
mistake. In the case studied it was not found. 
b) Different parameters of an object with equal 
names represent a serious mistake. In the case studied 
there were five cases (Table 9). 
c) Keywords defining a duplicated value (in the case 
different of memo, note or key) within the same 
object parameter. This error does not affect too much 
the interface when only the last value is used, but can 
be severe if the use of other values than the last one 
is required. In case study 34 occurrences were found 
(Table 10). 
e) Fields with null values, no default, not filled or 
not specified. It is undesirable that the interface has 
to assume default values. The data dictionary should 
define the values explicitly. In some cases it is almost 
impossible to certify whether it was a mistake when 
one leaves it blank. For example, in the case studied 
the \min-fields must be accompanied by a field value 
and the \field . There are 17,848 parameter without 
defining the value of this field. Despite it is highly 
desirable, it is not necessary to specify because this 
field is only used to provide a more descriptive name, 
while the parameter name in code form is used to 
identify it (A22, N3, for example). 

Counting considering the list of possibilities or 
values 
Some fields only allow values that are present in a 
list of a certain type or within a range (maximum and 
minimum). The verification is done by counting the 
occurrences and comparing with the list of allowed 
values or checking if the default is of the type and/or 
are within range. The floowing items should  be 
analyzed: 
a) Format. In the studied case the allowable values 
are: Singleline, Vertices, CompactSchedule, 
FluidProperty, Viewfactor, Spectral. The analysis of 
the case study indicates that there are not different 
format settings from the list of allowable values 
(Table 11). 
b) Type. The types are not always explicitly defined 
in the studied IDD. This leads to the conclusion, as 
stated in the EnergyPlus documentation, that the 
parameters whose names begin with A are 
alphanumeric type and those that starts with N are of 
numeric type. In the latter case it is inferred the type 
as real (\type real) because it is more generic. 
However, this procedure lose something of the data 
definition precision in the case of integers. Taking 
these arrangements into account, the case studied did 
not showed errors. 
c) Units. It is important to use values in correct units. 
In the case study, units should be those predicted by 
EnergyPlus. In the analysis, it appears some units 
that are not predicted (Table 12). 
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d) Uppercase/Lowercase. Capitalization in the 
keywords should be used carefully, because in some 
cases it leads to errors. For example, in the case 
studied, in the object 
ZoneContaminantSourceAndSink: carbondioxide, 
parameter N1 contain the \note starting with 
uppercase, and also in the case studied appear 
multiple \Choice type (instead of choice - 
lowercase). The consequences can be severe when 
there is no detection of an important keyword for 
defining the interface caused by capitalization 
differences. 
e) Defaults values in general. Has to be provided by 
the value type (in the case study are: alpha, integer, 
real choice, object-list). It should be verified that 
defaults are appropriate. The checking is carried out 
or not case by case, for example: if the objects were 
not created, the default value of the parameter of type 
object-list cannot be defined, so it not makes sense 
that these parameters have default on IDD (Table 
13); defaults of choice must be one of the keys, 
defaults alpha must be a word (Table 14), and so on. 

Reference has not referenced, and vice versa 
a) References that have not referenced. For 
example, when a parameter is of type object-list it 
must be created previously and must have the 
corresponding \reference to be found and queried. If 
it is created, but cannot be found, the simulation will 
not occur properly or may not even occur (Table 15). 
b) Referred that have no references. For example, 
if there are several parameters marked with a 
\reference, but do not have the object-list defined 
with those references, it will never be used. In this 
case, the simulation will be unaffected, because the 
user neither will become aware of the existence of 
those references (Table 16). 

CONCLUSIONS 
The IDD reader would be better if the data 
organization was simpler and made according to any 
of the standard ways, such as XML for example. 
However, only proposing a new arrangement would 
not guarantee data correctness. A new arrangement 
would facilitate the reading and analysis of the 
original file and the development of interfaces. As a 
future work, it is intended to make a proposal related 
to the IFC model. 
It was demonstrated clearly that the errors were 
detected in the IDD using the pre-processor data 
dictionary. In some cases, these errors could have 
serious consequences for the simulation. 
The development of simulation programs requires 
carefully designed interfaces. The development of 
new interfaces for the building simulation programs 
will improve the reliability and feasibility of using 
the proposed pre-processor. As a consequence, it 
would allow the increased use of computer 
simulation in AEC. In the next step of the work,  a 

new interface for simulation program will be 
developed. 
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Table 1: Excerpt of the table “group” produced by  the IDD reader program (total: 35 records) 
NG GROUP_NAME 

1 Simulation Parameters 

2 Compliance Objects 

3 Location and Climate 

4 Schedules 

5 Surface Construction Elements 

 
Table 2: Excerpt of the table “object” produced by  the IDD reader program (total: 614 records) 

NG NO OBJECT_NAME 
required-

object 
format 

min-
fields 

extensible 
extensible-
comment 

unique-
object 

obsolete 

1 1 Version false singleLine null null null true false 

1 2 SimulationControl false null null null null true false 

1 3 Building true null 7 null null true false 

1 4 ShadowCalculation false null null null null true false 

1 5 SurfaceConvectionAlgorithm:Inside false singleLine null null null true false 

 
Table 3: Excerpt of the table “parameter” produced by  the IDD reader program (total: 32,196 records) 
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1#A1 1 1 A1 Version Identifier null null 5.0 null null null null null null true false false false false false 
2#A1 2 1 A1 Do Zone Sizing Calculation choice null No null null null null null null false false false false false false 
2#A2 2 2 A2 Do System Sizing Calculation choice null No null null null null null null false false false false false false 
2#A3 2 3 A3 Do Plant Sizing Calculation choice null No null null null null null null false false false false false false 
2#A4 2 4 A4 Run Simulation for Sizing 

Periods 
choice null Yes null null null null null null false false false false false false 

2#A5 2 5 A5 Run Simulation for Weather File 
Run Periods 

choice null Yes null null null null null null false false false false false false 

3#A1 3 1 A1 Name null null NONE null null null null null null true false false false true false 
3#N1 3 2 N1 North Axis real null 0.0 deg null null null null null false false false false false false 
 

Table 4: Excerpt of the table “memo” produced by  the IDD reader program (total: 853 records) 
NO NP NK NV memo 
2 0 2 1 Note that the following 3 fields are related to the Sizing:Zone, Sizing:System, 
2 0 3 2 and Sizing:Plant objects. Having these fields set to Yes but no corresponding 
2 0 4 3 Sizing object will not cause the sizing to be done. However, having any of these 
2 0 5 4 fields set to No, the corresponding Sizing object is ignored. 
2 0 6 5 Note also, if you want to do system sizing, you must also do zone sizing in the same 
2 0 7 6 run or an error will result. 
5 0 1 1 Default indoor surface heat transfer convection algorithm to be used for all zones 
6 0 1 1 Default outside surface heat transfer convection algorithm to be used for all zones 
7 0 1 1 Determines which Heat Balance Algorithm will be used ie. CTF (Conduction Transfer Functions), 
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Table 5: Excerpt of the table “note” produced by  the IDD reader program (total: 8,892 records) 

NO_NP NO NP NK NV note 
2#A1 2 1 2 1 If Yes, Zone sizing is accomplished from corresponding Sizing:Zone objects 
2#A1 2 1 3 2 and autosize fields. 
2#A2 2 2 2 1 If Yes, System sizing is accomplished from corresponding Sizing:System objects 
2#A2 2 2 3 2 and autosize fields. 
2#A2 2 2 4 3 If Yes, Zone sizing (previous field) must also be Yes. 
2#A3 2 3 2 1 If Yes, Plant sizing is accomplished from corresponding Sizing:Plant objects 
2#A3 2 3 3 2 and autosize fields. 

 
Table 6: Excerpt of the table “key” produced by  the IDD reader program (total: 6,373 records) 

NO_NP NO NP NK NV key 
2#A5 2 5 4 1 Yes 
2#A5 2 5 5 2 No 
3#A2 3 3 4 1 Country 
3#A2 3 3 5 2 Suburbs 
3#A2 3 3 6 3 City 
3#A2 3 3 7 4 Ocean 
3#A2 3 3 8 5 Urban 
3#A3 3 6 4 1 MinimalShadowing 
3#A3 3 6 5 2 FullExterior 
3#A3 3 6 6 3 FullInteriorAndExterior 
3#A3 3 6 7 4 FullExteriorWithReflections 
3#A3 3 6 8 5 FullInteriorAndExteriorWithReflections 

 
Table 7: Excerpt of the table “reference” produced by  the IDD reader program (total: 629 records) 

NO_NP NO NP NK NV reference 
17#A1 17 1 3 1 DesignDays 
17#A1 17 1 4 2 RunPeriodsAndDesignDays 
18#A1 18 1 2 1 RunPeriods 
18#A1 18 1 3 2 RunPeriodsAndDesignDays 
33#A1 33 1 3 1 ScheduleTypeLimitsNames 
34#A1 34 1 4 1 DayScheduleNames 
34#A1 34 1 5 2 ScheduleAndDayScheduleNames 

 
Table 8: Excerpt of the table “keyword” produced by  the IDD reader program (total: 77,486 records) 

NG 
GROUP 
NAME 

NO 
OBJECT 
NAME 

NP 
PARAMETER 

NAME 
NK 

KEYWORD 
NAME 

NV 
KEYWORD 

VALUE 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

1 Version 0 null 1 
unique-
object 

1 null 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

1 Version 0 null 2 format 1 singleLine 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

1 Version 1 A1 1 field 1 Version Identifier 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

1 Version 1 A1 2 
required-

field 
1 null 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

1 Version 1 A1 3 default 1 5.0 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

2 SimulationControl 0 null 1 
unique-
object 

1 null 
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NG 
GROUP 
NAME 

NO 
OBJECT 
NAME 

NP 
PARAMETER 

NAME 
NK 

KEYWORD 
NAME 

NV 
KEYWORD 

VALUE 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

2 SimulationControl 0 null 2 memo 1 
Note that the following 3 fields are related to the 

Sizing:Zone, Sizing:System, 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

2 SimulationControl 0 null 3 memo 2 
and Sizing:Plant objects. Having these fields set to 

Yes but no corresponding 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

2 SimulationControl 0 null 4 memo 3 
Sizing object will not cause the sizing to be done. 

However, having any of these 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

2 SimulationControl 0 null 5 memo 4 
fields set to No, the corresponding Sizing object is 

ignored. 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

2 SimulationControl 0 null 6 memo 5 
Note also, if you want to do system sizing, you 

must also do zone sizing in the same 

1 
Simulation 
Parameters 

2 SimulationControl 0 null 7 memo 6 run or an error will result. 

 
Table 9: Parameter counting (plus than one). 

OBJECT_NAME PARAMETER_NAME N 
AirflowNetwork:MultiZone:Zone N2 2 
AirflowNetwork:MultiZone:Zone N3 2 

ZoneHVAC:EquipmentList N23 2 
Fan:VariableVolume A3 2 

ElectricLoadCenter:Generators A90 2 
 

Table 10: Keywords counting, within the same parameter object (plus than one). 
OBJECT_NAME PARAMETER_NAME KEYWORD_NAME NV KEYWORD_VALUE 

SurfaceProperty:ConvectionCoefficients:MultipleSurface A7 type 1 choice 
SurfaceProperty:ConvectionCoefficients:MultipleSurface A7 type 2 choice 

AirflowNetwork:MultiZone:ReferenceCrackConditions N2 type 1 real 
AirflowNetwork:MultiZone:ReferenceCrackConditions N2 type 1 real 

HVACTemplate:Zone:PTHP N15 units 1 W 
HVACTemplate:Zone:PTHP N15 units 1 W 

HVACTemplate:Zone:WaterToAirHeatPump N15 units 1 W 
HVACTemplate:Zone:WaterToAirHeatPump N15 units 1 W 

HVACTemplate:System:UnitaryHeatPump:AirToAir N11 units 1 W 
HVACTemplate:System:UnitaryHeatPump:AirToAir N11 units 1 W 

 
Table 11: Format counting. 

FORMAT N 
compactSchedule 1 

FluidProperty 4 
singleLine 26 
Spectral 1 
vertices 9 

ViewFactor 2 
 

Table 12: Units counting that not match predicted EnergyPlus units. 
KEYWORD_NAME KEYWORD_VALUE N 

units cm 2 
units days 3 
units hh:mm 144 
units kmol/s 3 
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Table 13: Default values counting for object-list type parameters. 

object-list default OBJECT_NAME PARAMETER_NAME 
GlycolConcentrations Water Coil:Cooling:WaterToAirHeatPump:ParameterEstimation A3 
GlycolConcentrations Water Coil:Heating:WaterToAirHeatPump:ParameterEstimation A3 
GlycolConcentrations Water Pipe:Indoor A5 
GlycolConcentrations Water Pipe:Outdoor A5 
GlycolConcentrations water Pipe:Underground A5 
GlycolConcentrations water FluidCooler:SingleSpeed A5 
GlycolConcentrations water FluidCooler:TwoSpeed A5 
GlycolConcentrations Water GroundHeatExchanger:Pond A4 
GlycolConcentrations Water GroundHeatExchanger:Surface A5 
GlycolConcentrations Water HeatExchanger:Hydronic A9 
GlycolConcentrations Water HeatExchanger:Hydronic A10 
GlycolConcentrations Water HeatExchanger:Plate A8 
GlycolConcentrations Water HeatExchanger:Plate A9 
GlycolConcentrations Water HeatExchanger:WatersideEconomizer A8 
GlycolConcentrations Water HeatExchanger:WatersideEconomizer A9 

 
Table 14: Default values counting for alpha type parameters. 

Type default N 
alpha Ecoroof Soil 1 
alpha General 23 

 
Table 15: object-list without \reference. 

object-list quant 

autoRDDmeter 15 

autoRDDvariable 1 

autoRDDvariableMeter 26 

LinearOrQuadratic Curves 1 

NodeNames 1 

 
Table 16: \reference without object-list. 

reference n 

AirDistributionUnits 1 

AirflowNetwork LinkageNames 1 

BaseboardHeatNames 1 

ChilledWaterStorageNames 2 

CO2GenerationNames 1 

CoolingCoilsDXMultiMode 1 

CoolingCoilsDXMultiSpeed 1 

DesignDays 3 

ErlSubProgramNames 1 

ExteriorFuelEquipmentNames 1 

ExteriorWaterEquipmentNames 1 

ExternalInterfaceScheduleNames 1 

Fans 4 

reference n 

GasEquipmentNames 1 

HeatingCoilsDesuperheater 1 

HeatTranBaseSurfNames 14 

HotWaterEquipmentNames 1 

HXAirToAirFlatPlateNames 1 

LinearOrQuadraticCurves 2 

MicroCHPNames 1 

NodeLists 1 

OSCNames 1 

OtherEquipmentNames 1 

PlantEquipmentLists 1 

ProgramNames 1 

QuadraticLinearCurves 1 

reference n 

RefrigeratedCaseCompressorRack 1 

RunPeriods 1 

SetpointManagers 20 

StandardReportNames 1 

SteamEquipmentNames 1 

SurfGroupAndHTSurfNames 22 

VentedCavityNames 1 

WaterHeatingCoilsDesuperheater 1 

ZoneControlThermalComfortNames 1 

ZonePlenums 1 

ZoneReturnAirPaths 1 

ZoneSplitters 1 

ZoneSupplyAirPaths 1 
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